Date: 28 February 2020  
Time: 11:30am - 1:00pm  
Location: Forney 205

I. Update on SLOs
   a. Each SLOs workshop has been completed or worked on 2-3 SLOs and summary paragraph
   b. GEC will review first 6 today: QR, H&W, CTI SBS, CTI HFA, Foundations, CTI NS
   c. GEIU - pending approval from subcommittee
   d. CTIs - HFA pointed out “construct” (workload challenge) and NS pointed out there are no SLOs that address inquiry, only critical thinking
      i. Consulting Frances Bottenberg regarding “construct” so that we don’t change the spirit of the SLO
      ii. Plan to reconvene the CTI (virtual or in-person) subcommittees

II. Amy & David Carlone - summer workshops to help faculty create new classes
   a. Second day of workshop is UCC+GEC fast track proposals
   b. New courses would qualify for GEC Express if they attended the workshop
   c. Course incubator in May as kick-off (Laura Pipe)

III. Need to build a schedule and develop courses development apparatus - wait until Joi, Scott, and Aaron are present (and Anthony)
   a. Message should come from UCC & GEC

IV. Crosswalk - mapped out crosswalk and uploaded to box
   a. Present to GEC

V. MAC Implementation Committee needs a charge (Aaron) → decision making body and serve in advisory capacity for curriculum implementation

VI. Deadlines - timeline, process, approval
   a. From UCC+GEC
   b. Finalized SLOs by XYZ date, seat map
   c. Workshops that lead to approvals
   d. Find out seat numbers in courses - Dana has max. seat enrollment
   e. Need course development workshops
   f. Backwards course design - Laura
   g. Registrar - make sure they can code courses / competencies
      i. Coders from IT too
   h. Get it on the work flow consideration

Next meeting: Friday March 13, 2020

*Not meeting during Spring break (March 6) for faculty members if IC*